Report Changes from OSFM’s Executive Staff Review

During the Office of the State Fire Marshal’s Executive Staff report review several editorial, clarifying and formatting changes were made. The changes listed within this document reflect changes made by OSFM since the Working Group finalized the report in December 2014. This document is to be used with the SFM R3 - 02/27/2015 version of the report.

Acknowledgements
Organization names were expanded and organization abbreviations were added.

Abbreviations and Definitions
SFM abbreviation deleted.

Executive Summary
Minor editorial, clarifying, and formatting changes
Chief Hoover’s name removed
SFM changed to State Fire Marshal

Working Group Direction
Minor editorial, clarifying, and formatting changes

Sources of Data
Minor editorial, clarifying, and formatting changes
“Chief Hoover” changed to “the State Fire Marshal”

Working Group Scope
Minor editorial, clarifying, and formatting changes

Code Requirements for Insulation
Minor editorial, clarifying, and formatting changes
“UL” changed to “Underwriters Laboratories”
“National Institute of Standards and Technology” changed to “National Bureau of Standards”

Working Group’s Discussion of Flame Retarded Foam Plastic Insulation and Fire Testing
A note was added to the Debated Key Points subsection to clarify that the responses were not edited by the full working group.

Working Group’s Pathway to Proposed Performance Tests
Minor editorial, clarifying, and formatting changes

Proposed Performance Tests
Minor editorial, clarifying, and formatting changes
**Recommendations**
Minor editorial, clarifying, and formatting changes
Added paragraph justifying why OSFM staff recommended deleting Approval section within each of the four (4) Proposed Test Standards. The sections were: Wall Assemblies Section 12-7-6.4, Floor-Ceiling Assemblies Section 12-7-7.4, Crawl Space Assemblies Section 12-7-8.4, and Conditioned Attic Assemblies Section 12-7-9.4.

**Conclusions**
Minor editorial, clarifying, and formatting changes

**Appendix B- State Fire Marshal’s Directions to the Working Group**
Changed SFM to State Fire Marshal within section title
Within last paragraph changed “SFM” to “OSFM”.

**Appendix D- Working Group’s Pathway to Proposed Performance Tests Summary**
Minor editorial, clarifying, and formatting changes
*Chief Hoover’s Redirection* subsection was relocated to be within the 17 April 2014 Meeting subsection.

**Appendix F- Building Code Requirements for Foam Plastic Insulation**
Minor editorial changes, formatting changes, referenced section number updates.

**Appendix G- Proposed Performance Tests**
Minor formatting changes
Wall Assemblies- OSFM Staff recommends deleting Section 12-7-6.4.
Floor-Ceiling Assemblies- OSFM Staff recommends deleting Section 12-7-7.4
Crawl Space Assemblies- OSFM Staff recommends deleting Section 12-7-8.4
Conditioned Attic Assemblies- OSFM Staff recommends deleting Section 12-7-9.4]
Justification for deleting sections is located within Recommendations section.

**Appendix H- Foundation and Under Slab/Subgrade Foam**
Minor formatting changes

**Appendix I- Referenced Publications**